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Benchmarking – aspects of a comprehensive techno- economical analysis
and –optimising in practice

Dr. M. Kirschbaum, p.h.d.

The framework and local conditions for the construction industry have changed dramatically
in recent years. In Germany, demand decreased sharply due to a lack of public funds,
competition became increasingly harsher and legal obligations became increasingly more
restrictive. Even worse, the situation of the single enterprise was hampered by reluctant
financing capabilities and rigid –conditions. Rationale are the Basel II guidelines, which are
focussing on capitalised earnings value as the main criteria for creditworthiness rather than
the net asset value. Hence, economics of the relevant enterprises is strained and even their
existence in jeopardy.
In the new EC- Countries, however, an enduring booming phase is currently empowering the
construction industry. Strong demand combined with massive EC-funding dominates the
market scenario.
Many construction companies are privatised meanwhile and bought by investors. Within the
acquisition procedure, the due diligence study is mandatory.
In both cases, to save the enterprise as well as integrating structures existing or to be created,
an ongoing observation, optimisation and control of market- and production factors is
required beyond the successful application of the due diligence results. Basis for this complex
task are appraising and valuing systems, which especially enable the neutral comparison and
development of the own performance.

What means “Benchmarking”?

Rationale for benchmarking is the comparison of the own performance with the one of the
competitors and the utilisation of the intelligence to bring forward the own development and
optimisation.
The key-questions are:
- What do the others better than me?
- What are the lessons to be learned?
- How can we apply these results for our advantage?
- What unbiased benefit did the change bring to our enterprise?

Essential components of the procedure are besides comparing also collecting the data and
information as well as a focussing analysis, definition and discussion about key- and
comparison values, and an active communication between the participants involved. As a
summary we can state that benchmarking contains and implements besides its purely
describing analytical and controlling components also and especially the active optimisation
tasks.

Where is benchmarking applicable and what is the difference in comparison to the
traditional enterprise analysis?

Generally the application of benchmarking is not limited as far as there are comparison values
available, action adjusted learning procedures requested and an target- and implementation
instrument required.

Comparisons could be applied towards:
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- objects and processes such as products, performance, market positioning, functions
and function units, technical production processes or economical and business
processes.

- Influence and responsibility areas internal, supervising and external.
- Time and consideration horizons such as comparison of periods, industry sectors

internal and external.
- Achieved schedules (planned and actual) in respect of quantity and quality.

In discrepancy to a traditional corporate analysis, which often values only existing figures,
and describes locations, benchmarking stands for an active process of change within the
enterprise and for an target-oriented increase in knowledge about this change. Advantage is a
live-procedure which is developed continuously.

Conditions, demands and sequence of actions – the optimal benchmarking

To allow an optimal performance of a benchmarking procedure, a multitude of operation steps
and preconditions are to be generated, which -after implementation- are capable to serve long
term for many years.

Definition of an object to be compared

During the ongoing procedure first of all the exact description and differentiation of the object
to be compared is required. Out of a multitude of potential objects a suitable one has to be
selected, whereas the order will be determined in respect of for instance importance, cost
savings or multiplication effects for other plant locations. Key question will be the target to be
achieved.

Selection of the object of comparison

The selection of an object of comparison or –partner is to be conducted carefully and strongly
to be focussed on a maximum of learning effect. The suitable object may be for instance an
object which attracted recognition due to its over-performance but also due to its serious
malfunction. Important are the lessons to be learned out of the direct comparison.

Selection of methods and performer

After having selected and defined the object of comparison, the suitable methods for practical
execution are to be determined (e.g. methods of measuring, properties, performance,
evaluation). Special notice is required in respect of informational value, accuracy, actuality
and the effort to execute such methods. Hence, the performing individuals need beyond
expertise and integrity also substantial practical experience in the target-oriented execution of
complex methods. It makes sense to assemble a team of colleagues and external experts being
familiar with the objects in question to combine internal knowledge also with external
expertise.

Execution

The execution is not only limited on the pure comparison of existing measurements and
information data, but has to be done stringently “in situ”. Beyond qualified data recording and
-collection a special focussing is required on the implementation and information of the
affected managers and employees to minimise irritation, fears and defensive reactions.
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Assessment of results

The versatile collected information and data are analysed and evaluated according to their
importance, informational value and actuality in respect to their given target. Special attention
during this phase is to be paid for the elaboration of differences, the examination of
transferability to the object of appraisal and the development of starting points for the
succeeding optimisation.

Definition and planning of the subsequent activities
Having identified the starting points out of the interpretation of the results, these starting
points are brought into order according to their priority. Out of this, targets are defined.
These targets are to be discussed with involved and deciding group extensively, being the
basis for the succeeding alteration processes. After having found a common sense, the
necessary actions for transposing and commencing these changes are planned.

Realising the change

The activities and measures being necessary for the transposition become realised target
oriented and swiftly to make use out of the detected potentials and synergies.

Supervising and controlling the processes

The overall process being a permanent learning, optimising and changing process, requires
check-up of the given targets, the achievement of these targets and their benefit. Corrections
and further development will be executed according to the already described steps.
The demonstrated process can be applied for small queries but also for complex tasks.
Important is in both cases, that effort and benefit has to be kept within a reasonable range, is
cost saving, efficient and transparent and is not undertaken as a self-fulfilling purpose.
Securing the efficiency of the process, a frank communication, transparency and acceptance
of all involved parties is required.

Practical starting points for a benchmarking process for the purpose of cost savings in
the construction industry

A permanent task in the production processes of the construction industry is saving costs.
Below you will find as a proposal some practical starting points, ideas and targets for the
benchmarking process.

Where can I find starting points for cost saving within my enterprise?

In every company and enterprise there are a multiple of starting points for cost-saving, for
instance:

Organisation

- making production and business operations more efficient
- optimising the deployment of machinery and equipment
- Motivating and training the employees
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Processes

- deployment of optimised machinery and plant
- Avoiding bottle necks and sources of non-performance
- Standardising and regulating machinery and plants (simplified e.g. operating and

spare-parts keeping/ maintenance)

External Potentials

- wording of contracts (guarantees/ Bonuses)
- Purchasing (volume units, conditions)
- Operating processes to be executed internally or externally by subcontractors? (repair

& maintenance, handling of overburden)
- Optimising overhead costs, consequential charges (e.g. planning to achieve licensing,

costs for customer complaints, costs for consulting, auditing, investing)

Selected steps and points to define objects and executing the analysis

The following guidelines have proven to be reliable in all analysis procedures and changing
processes:

- ABC- rating and sensitivity analysis of the main factors and selecting the starting
points in accordance to their effectiveness / benefit ratio under a given effort.

- Differentiating the measures according to their temporal implementation of their
impact (short-, medium-, long term)

- Generally to question and inspect carefully all information and processes.
- Formulating suitable appraisal criteria means a representative selection of a

performance figures system, comparability, sensitive reacting, high information value,
clearly defined, limited on a required volume only, data scrap-yards to be avoided.

- Recording actual performance parameters and –factors stringently by yourself.
- Bottle-neck and failure analysis to be applied in the ranking order according to their

“weight of impact”.
- Developing adjusting and realising authentic target specifications to be accepted by the

affected individuals.
- Realising the required technical –organisational measurements in a binding way.

Summarising I can state that due to the abruptly changing environment conditions in the
construction industry there is an increasing need for quick adjustment measures. To react
promptly and adequately, it is essential having available flexible processes to arrange a
comprehensive techno-economical analysis and –optimisation in reality. A promising way to
success is the “Benchmarking Procedure”.
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